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Software reusability is currently a topic of great practical importance. The reason
for this interest is fuelled by a number of factors including the ever-increasing costs of
new software development, the need for more reliable software', and also by the
opportunities presented by re-engineering. Reuse has improved software development
productivity and quality^ The classification of software to enhance the retrieval of
reusable components is an integral part of the reuse process. The different approaches to
software reusability can be classified into two groups: the compositional approach and
the generational approach^.
This thesis uses the compositional approach. In this approach, the components
being reused are stored in a library and are combined according to well-defined rules to
form more complex systems. These components are largely atomic and, ideally, are
unchanged in the course of their reuse. However, the ideal is not always achieved, and the
components may have to be modified or changed in order to better fit the desired
purposes of the (re)user. Joseph Goguen's use of interconnecting software components is
an example of this approach'*. In the generational approach, the components to be reused
are often diffused into patterns of code of a generator program. The final program can be
generated either directly or by means of successive transformations. For the generation
of components, the final programs often bear distant relations to the patterns of the
programs that generated them. The DRACO system’ is an example of an
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application generator system. Both of the above approaches have their advantages and
drawbacks and there is no agreement upon a unique approach to reusability.
To be able to reuse existing software the re(user) needs to identify the concepts
and components that are most important with respect to reuse, and classify these in a form
that makes their reusability feasible. Reusable software must be retrievable and a well-
defined classification scheme is an essential part of this process. The faceted classification
schemes proposed by Ruben Prieto-Diaz^ are very flexible and well suited for dynamic
collections subject to continuous expansion and change. This scheme supports retrieval of
components.
Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) pioneered by Roger Schank^ and Janet Kolodner*
is a problem solving paradigm based on reusing solutions of past problems. The CBR
technique involves reasoning by analogy to previous cases, the retrieving of approximate
matches to the target case, and the adaptation of cases. CBR is motivated by the cognitive
observation that humans often rely on past experiences or episodes to solve current
problems. CBR techniques have been proven successful in areas of planning, explanation,
understanding, legal reasoning and design.
This thesis presents a CBR approach to software reusability, largely motivated by
object-oriented techniques. In this approach, software specification techniques are applied
to the facet classification module which maps the goal specification to be implemented
into a query to the CBR. Object-orientation supports reuse of code, but also of
requirement specifications and designs^, due to strong similarity between the deliverables
of various phases in object-oriented development. The notion is that a well-defined
classification scheme embedded in a CBR system will aid in promoting and assisting the
reuse of software components. In this approach, the faceted classification scheme is
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adapted to support semantic and object-oriented data modelling techniques. With this
classification scheme, the (re)user is able to exploit the hybrid retrieval mechanism of the
CBR system.
1.1 Overview of the Proposed Model
The proposed reusability model is composed of two parts which will be referred to
as the facet classification module and the CBR module. The purpose of this research is to
design and implement a facet classification scheme within a CBR system to provide an
environment for supporting software reuse. Figure 1 provides an overview of the
proposed model, including the connections between the two modules.
The facet classification module is suitable for collections of similar reusable
components that are large, contain groups, and are growing continuously. The output of
this module feeds into the query process which is implemented in the CBR module. The
CBR module performs the CBR processes. The focal point of this process is the retrieval
mechanism which is supplemented by the faceted classification scheme. The retrieval
mechanism is a query-reply. The main part of this thesis, the proposed reusability
module, incorporates the other two modules.
1.2 Thesis Organization
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2, a formal
specification methodology for reuse is introduced. The role of signature matching is
discussed. Three forms of algebraically specifying this methodology is presented. They
are basic specification, renaming, and declaration of export interfaces.
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Chapter 3 covers the motivation for this project, the techniques used in the
modelling of object-oriented components, and the software classification processes. Case-
Based Reasoning techniques and the integration process is described. The discussion of
the results concludes this chapter. For object-oriented modelling, this thesis considers
reuse through inheritance. Critical issues affecting the design and implementation of a
faceted classification scheme are examined. The significance of CBR techniques for the
reuse of software components are also discussed. Section 3.5 describes the integration of
the two techniques and outlines the processes for reusing software components in the
proposed model. The chapter concludes by interpreting the results of the testing process.
Chapter 4 concludes the thesis and discusses open questions for future study.
Possible trade-offs in designing a faceted classification scheme is also examined. This




Figure 1 . An Overview of the Proposed Model
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CHAPTER 2
A FORMAL METHOD FOR REUSE SPECIFICATION
In this chapter, a formal specification method*” is surveyed. The notation used by
this thesis is based on this specification methodology. Formal methods are characterized
by the use of mathematics for the specification of software systems. The general objective
of formalization is to remove ambiguities and vagueness from the descriptors and
concepts to which it is applied. This thesis focuses on the retrieval of software
components based on the degree of match between the signatures of goal specifications
and those of reusable components. A reusable component is defined as an unordered tree
of algebraic specifications. Any two consecutive nodes are related by a formally defined
implementation relation, denoted by the symbol Therefore a reusable component
represents several levels of abstraction. The root of a component Rc, denoted by root
(RC), provides the most abstract problem description and the leaves represent increasing-
levels of specifications (downwards). Figure 2 shows a reusable component with three
levels of abstraction.
2.1 Signatures
A signature is a set of sorts (data type names) together with a set of operators
(operation names), where each operator has a type (such as p,q—>r where p,q and r are
sorts). Thus, in a sense, a signature describes the syntax of an abstract data structure.
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Operations on signatures serve to define new signatures from old ones. A particular kind
of signature operation is signature morphism which maps the sorts and operators of one
signature into another in such a way that types are preserved. Signature morphisms are
useful for parametized specifications, where an appropriate renaming mechanism is
essential. Set constructs on signatures are such that a sort or an operator can be added to a
signature or deleted from a signature.
Figure 2. Reusable Component
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2.2 Algebraic Speciflcations
Figure 3 shows a specification of double-ended queues over arbitrary elements.
The keyword sorts declares Dequeue and ElemOfQueue as the data structure of double-
ended queues. The double-ended queues have two basic sets of data: a set of queues
(denoted by Dequeue) and a set of elements (denoted by ElemOfQueue). The keyword
opns declares four operation symbols together with their associated functionality. The
constant empty denotes the empty queue, the operation insert adds a new element to a
queue and the operations first and last deliver the first and last elements of a queue,
respectively. The properties of the operations are specified by the axioms of the
specification.
The sorts and the operation symbols constitute the signature of a specification
SP, denoted by sig(SP). A signature is a pair Z = (S,F) consisting of a set S of sorts
and a set F of operation symbols whereby any operation f e F is equipped with a
functionality sl,....,sn-> s with sl,....,sn, s e S. This means that any sort s s S denotes a
set of data and the operation symbols are interpreted as functions on the underlying data
sets.
2.2.1 Basic Specification
Let Z = (S, F) is a signature and E is a set of axioms describing the properties of
the operations. Therefore
sorts S opns F axioms E
9






first: Dequeue -> ElemOfDequeue
last: Dequeue --> ElemOfDequeue




last(insert{x, insert(y,q))) = last(insert(y,q))}
Figure 3. Specification of Double-ended Queues
2.2.2 Renaming
In the following bijective signatures, morphisms are called renaming. Let X =
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(S, F) and X' = (S’,F) are signatures with sets of sorts S, S' respectively and sets of
operations symbols F, F respectively. A signature morphism p: is a pair (p-
sorts, p-opns) of mappings p-sorts: S S’, p-opns: F ^ F which is compatible with
the functionality of operations. Example, for all f e F with functionality sl,....,sn, p-
opns(f) has functionality p-sorts(sl),..., p-sorts(sn)-^ p-sorts(s).
Now, let SP be a specification, Z be a signature and p: 5/g(SP)—>Z be a renaming. Then
rename SP by p
is a specification with signature Z- This means the sorts and operations of SP are
renamed with respect to p.
2.2.3 Declaration ofExport Interfaces
Let SP be a specification and Z c sig (SP) be a subsignature, which consists of a
subset of the sorts of SP and a subset of the operation symbols of SP. Then
export Z from SP
is a specification with signature Z, where all sorts and operations of SP not belonging to
Z are forgotten.
The semantics of a specification SP is determined by its signature sig{SP) and by its class
ofmodels, denoted by Mod(SP). For instance, the model class of DEQUEUE consists
of all data structures with two sets of data and four functions (corresponding to the sorts
and to the operation symbols of DEQUEUE) such that the axioms of DEQUEUE are
satisfied.
It is enough to consider basic specifications and the constructs for renaming and
declaration of export interfaces, since these constructs are particularly suited for the
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adaptation of specifications (and implementations). The matching mechanism, which is
applied during the retrieval by means of partial specification, is used to determine the
validity of the match. When an appropriate match is retrieved, the component is renamed
before adaptation so that the provided properties remain unchanged. After a component
has been adapted to the required specifications, the adapted software component and other
related components have to be integrated into that system. This is based on the approach
of interconnecting components together in conformance to their interfaces. This
interconnection of components is only valid if the provided export interface of the system
matches (a part of) the import interface of the adapted component.
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CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND METHODOLOGY
This thesis combines the facet classification scheme with Case-Based Reasoning
techniques to support reuse of software components. In this chapter, the framework of
the proposed model is described. The model is based on the reuse of available software
components which are represented as facets in the CBR system. The following section
discusses the motivation for this model (3.1), the object-oriented modelling concepts
(3.2), the construction of the software classification model (3.3), the CBR techniques
(3.4), the integration of the proposed model (3.5), and the results of the tests (3.6).
3.1 Motivation
Software components have to be stored in such a way that they can be found and
retrieved whenever needed. An effective reusability system must address four
fundamental problems: finding components, understanding components, modifying
components, and composing components to meet a specific set of goals. The process of
finding components involves more than just locating an exact match. This includes
locating highly "similar" components, since an approximation to the ideal component
can serve to reduce the effort and eliminate many defects. An important issue in CBR is
the retrieval of appropriate cases. In justifying the applicability of previous experience to
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the current, similarity (or association) and analogical reasoning plays a major role in the
CBR process. As shown in figure 4, the processes of software reusability and CBR are
closely related.
Components Target Problem
Figure 4. Reusability and CBR Processes
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A classification scheme is central to software component accessibility. An
approach to this problem is a classification scheme for a component library. The
understanding process is vital to the reusability of a component, especially if the
component is to be modified. An inappropriately modified component is a defect. The
modification process depends on the difference between requirements and the features
offered by existing components; and therefore, it is very unlikely that significant reuse will
occur withoutmodifying some portions of the components.
The composing process imposes the most challenging requirements on the
representation used to specify components. The representation is twofold. First, it must
represent composite structures as independent entities with well-define computational
characteristics. Second, it must make it possible for these composite structures to be
further composed into new computational structures with different computational
characteristics. An interesting approach to the problem of composition is Joseph Goguen's
software components with "views" which describes semantically correct interconnections
at component interfaces. Views express that a given entity satisfies a theory in a particular
way. This is because some entities can satisfy some theories in more than one distinct
way. Theories declare the properties an actual parameter must have to meaningfully
substitute for the formal parameter of a generic entity.
According to Prieto-Diaz, one way to reduce the effort required to understand and
adapt code is by properly classifying a collection of components. That is, if the collection
is organized by attributes that define software requirements, then the probability of
retrieving irrelevant components is reduced. Even more important, a classified collection
is not useful if it does not provide the search and retrieval mechanism to use it.
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3.2 Object-Oriented Modelling
Object-oriented modelling approaches are based on class hierarchies and
inheritance, and the ability to represent the behaviour of objects. Under this model, entities
are seen as objects possess of current values for its instance variables, i.e., attributes.
Communication between objects is accomplished by the passing of messages.
Associated with each object is a collection of methods which defines how an object
responds to a message. Therefore, if a message is sent to an object, the corresponding
method is executed. If no corresponding method exists, then the object cannot receive that
message. The execution of a method returns an object. Proponents of this interaction-
based technique also maintain that this gives better support for reuse". Object-oriented
modelling techniques focus on behavioural compositions, i.e., the modelling of groups of
objects collaborating to perform a specific task.
Objects that share the same instance variables and methods are grouped together
in a class. The objects are then referred to as instances of that class and differ only in the
values of their instance variables. Classes are further organized into a class hierarchy
representing the IS-A relation. Hence a class which is linked below another class in the
hierarchy is a specialization of that class and is called a subclass of that class. A class
which is above another class in the hierarchy is a generalization of that class and is called
a superclass. Subclasses inherit the instance variables and methods of their superclasses,
and they from their superclasses and so on. Also, an object is considered to belong to all
superclasses of its home class. The home class is the most specific class in the hierarchy




Figure 5. Example of a Class Inheritance Hierarchy
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Figure 5 describes an example of a class inheritance hierarchy. MAMMAL is the
root of the inheritance hierarchy with PERSON and ELEPHANT as subclasses. The
class of PERSON has MAMMAL as its superclass and EMPLOYEE and STUDENT
as its subclasses. The classes GRADUATE and UNDERGRADUATE are subclasses of
STUDENT and thus inherit instance variables from STUDENT and adds its own as
well. GRADUATE is a class having multiple superclasses, both STUDENT and
EMPLOYEE, and so inherits from both. Inheritance plays an important role in modelling
because it expresses relations among behaviours such as classification, specialization,
generalization, and approximation. For instance. Figure 5 classifies MAMMAL into
PERSON and ELEPHANT. ELEPHANT specializes the properties of MAMMALS,
and MAMMAL conversely generalizes the properties of ELEPHANT. The properties
of MAMMAL approximate those of ELEPHANTS. Inheritance fosters reusability by
sharing the code and behaviour common to a collection of classes. It factors shared
properties of classes into superclasses and reuses them in the definition of subclasses.
This thesis covers two basic modes of reuse. First, the black-box reuse, where a
component is reused exactly as it is, and second, white-box reuse where a component is
modified before reuse.
3.3 Software Classification
The key issuses in reusing software components is locating and retrieving the
right component at the right time. As mentioned previously, the strategy is to reuse
available components throughout the entire software development process. Classification
of a collection is vital to making software reusabiltity an attractive approach to software
development. In this thesis, a classification scheme is used to organize the collection of
reusable components and to support an effective and simple retrieval mechanism. Figure
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6 shows an example of classifying a domain. The term functional area denotes a facet.
Link (inclusion)
Specialization
Figure 6. Classification of a Simple Airline Reservation System
(Facets will be discussed in detail later). The functional area allows the classification of
all the reusable components according to the main activities performed by the application
they are part of. Often, reuse requires some modification in order to make the reused
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component work in its new context. The benefits of reuse are greater when the required
modification of a component is small. Therefore, a reuse support system should provide
a mechanism that is capable of retrieving the component that requires the smallest
modification in order to be reused. In the section 3.3.1, the requirements for the
classification and the facet classification scheme are discussed. Section 3.3.2 dicusses the
key factors in designing the faceted scheme, and the relationships between facets, related
terms and components.
3.3.1 Requirements for the Classification Scheme
The approach is to ensure that the necessary information is provided, and that the
provided information is relevant. The classification information must express relevant
aspects about the component from the (re)user's point of view. With respect to reuse, the
relevant information is primarily about the functionality of the component. Thus the
classification must be'easy to change and customize according to different (re)users'
viewpoints. Another key feature of a classification scheme is expandability. Expandability
means that new classes can be added with minimal disturbance to the present collection.
This means the ability to add new classes with a minimum of reclassification problems.
Hence the classification scheme must:
• accommodate continually expanding collections;
• support finding components that are similar,
not just exact;
• support finding functionally equivalent components
across domains; and
• be easy to maintain.
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In this implementation, there are several software components semantically
equivalent, but having different environments, implementation details and different
application domains. Manual classification is the most flexible solution due to the
diversity of the documentation that is usually available for a component. It is assumed
that typical users are software engineers designing and building new systems from
components.
3.3.2 The Facet Classification Scheme
The facet classification is an approach which was developed by Prieto-Diaz, and
used by Hsian-Chou'^ and Lars Sorrumgard'^. The facet approach relies not on the
breaking down of a universe, but on the building up or synthesizing from the subject
statements or the vocabulary of particular objects to be classified. Faceted schemes
divide and classify information in different categories, and this makes it possible to
consider information about several different aspects or properties of a component. The
advantage of this approach is the visibility and clear structure of the classification schema
and its flexibility with respect to changes to the schema. For instance, since the facets are
independent of each other, the insertion of new facets has no side effects on the other
facets. Subject statements are analyzed into their component elemental classes. These
classes are listed in the classification schedule. The generic relationships are the only
relationships displayed. The main idea of this approach is to represent the whole
classification schema as a set of generic aspects called facets, consisting of a list of
attributes called terms. In this thesis, terms are sometimes referred to as facet values.
Facets are sometimes considered viewpoints of a particular software component.
Viewpoints may include the functions they perform, the objects they manipulate, their
implementation details, and so on. The set of terms for a component that makes up a
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query is called a facet descriptor. The characteristics of a component may be described
using its facet descriptor, and a component may also be understood through its facet
descriptor. An important feature of the facet approach is the association of a structured set
of legal terms, a termspace, with each facet. Terms from this termspace are a kind of
semantic network. Figure 7 shows the relation between the termspaces, facets and
different components. Each component is described with an arbitrary number of terms
for each facet. The terms are chosen from the termspace, which is structured as a
hierarchy with increasing specialization downwards.
There are two key factors that guide the design of this faceted classification
scheme. First, the scheme needs a set of proper facets to represent essential features of a
component. This set may be determined by referring to the system requirements after
classifying all components. A classification scheme with insufficient or unnecessary
facets may cause some problems in the classification process. For instance, insufficient
facets may map many components to the same facet descriptor, thus allowing
ambiguities to be present when locating and retrieving components. On the other hand,
unnecessary facets may make the facet values hard to assign or make it impossible to
index a component by facet descriptor. Second, each facet needs a set of proper terms to
represent all possible features, or indices, of components. Usually, the definition of terms
relies on domain analysis and expert knowledge.
The facet scheme in this approach is a keyword-based classification scheme. The
critical question when developing a faceted classification scheme is what facets to choose.
In designing this facet scheme, facets that describe software components are chosen by:
• the function they perform,





Figure 7. Relationship of Facets, Components, and Termspace
• their implementation details.
This facet scheme consists of four facets:
OPERATION; This facet denotes what methods the
component offers, i.e. insert, remove
allocate, delete, PUSH, POP, etc.
OBJECT: This facet describes the type of objects
a component is able to operate on,
i.e. integers, sets, lists, resource, etc.
DEPENDENCIES: This facet lists non-functional
dependencies which restrict the reuse
potential of the component, such as
language or platform requirements. Some
examples of these are compilers,
operating systems, i.e. AT«&;T-C++,
UNIX, etc.
SUPERCLASS: This facet describes object-oriented
components in which a class is a
supertype of one or more classes
(subclasses).
The following rules below guide the classification of this facet.
RULE 1: An object B is said to be a subtype of another object A,
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if and only if B inherits some or all ofA's features.
In this case, B may manipulate the features defined
in A (B's superclass). Features comprise of both
attributes (instance variables associated with object A)
and routines (operations for accessing or changing
these objects).
RULE 2: An implementation is said to belong to a behaviour
category (abstract object) if and only if there exists a
similar form and structural mapping between the
implementation's specification and that of the abstract
object.
Below is a similarity definition rule which is used by this facet to improve the weighted








In this facet, a search is a bottom-up process; a functional specification of various
software components are used to locate approximate matches. The search starts at the
home class and ascends to its superclasses. At the same time, a similarity assessment is
done to evaluate the degree of similarity match. This process ends where the degree of
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similarity match starts to decrease.
The faceted scheme is a favourable choice for classification of reusable software
components. The main reason for this belief is that the question of whether to reuse or
not relies on information from several different categories. These four facets are
considered to be applicable to most reusable software components, and the expressibility
is also considered to be appropriate. Facets represent the information most important with
respect to reuse, and each facet has an associated structure termspace. An example of a
termspace is shown in figure 8. The termspace is a kind of graph where the vertices are
the terms and the edges are particular relations. These relations reflect the relationship
between related terms, and may be of different types. These relations are present for two
purposes;
1. To simplify navigation
2. To relax the search terms.
For the purpose of navigation, when searching or classifying, the (re)user can only use
terms present in the termspace. In order to find such terms, the (re)user usually must
navigate in the termspace. Thus, following relations should lead quickly to the desired
term. The other reason for use of relations is the requirement of retrieving the component
which requires the least changes. Therefore, if an exact match for the specified search
term is not found, then the components with terms close to the search terms are





Figure 8. A simple Term Space
3.4 CBR Techniques
In this section, the CBR techniques are examined by retrieving prior cases relevant
to the current problem and deciding on a solution on the basis of the outcome of previous
cases. CBR captures previous experiences to solve new problems. New problems are
solved by matching important features of the old cases that have been successfully
solved. According to Kolodner*'*, CBR can mean adapting old solutions to meet new
demands, using old cases to explain new situations, using old cases to critique new
solutions, or reasoning from precedents to interpret a new solution or create an equitable
solution to a new problem. In this thesis, a case is represented as facets of reusable
software components, so the key attributes that identify a case are name of program and
function and/or procedure headings.
CBR suggests a model for reasoning that incorporates problem solving, and a
reference to previous similar situations is often necessary to deal with the complexities of
new situations. Because no old case is ever exactly the same as a new one, it is usually
necessary to adapt an old solution to fit a new situation. Adaptation compensates for the
differences between an old situation and a new one. The intuition of CBR is that situations
recur with regularity. The goal in formulating models is to capture commonality across a
variety of similar objects. As mentioned earlier, cases come in many different shapes and
sizes. These cases may cover a situation that evolves over time, or they may represent a
viewpoint. They may represent a problem-solving episode, associate a situation
description with an outcome, or do some combination of these. A case represents specific
knowledge tied to a context and it records knowledge at an operation level. Kolodner
defines a case as "...a contextual piece of knowledge representing an experience...
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fundamental to achieving the goals of the reasoner". Figure 9 shows how cases are
represented in a reasoner.
Figure 9. Representation of Cases
Approaching case representations from the point of view of case components
provides a useful framework for representing cases. The problem or situation description
part of a case represent a problem that needs to be solved. A case-based reasoner
determines whether an old case is applicable to a new situation by examining the
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similarities between descriptions of the problem in the old situation and the new one. If a
new situation is similar to an old program description, that case is selected. Therefore, a
problem description must have sufficient detail to be able to judge the applicability of the
case in the new situation. In the CBR process, there are three major components of a
problem representation:
1. Goals to be achieved in solving the problem,
2. Constraints on these goals, and
3. Features of the problem situation and relationships
between its parts.
In this thesis, the major components represented in the CBR process are the four facets
which were discussed in the previous section.
3.4.1 Case Indexing
A major issue in CBR is the retrieval of appropriate cases. It is important that
indexes are assigned to cases at the time they are entered into memory to ensure that they
can be retrieved at appropriate times. Kolodner states that indexes should be chosen to
make the kinds of predictions that will be useful later in reasoning.
Indexes are those combinations of features of a case that describe the
circumstances in which a reasoner might find useful during reasoning. There are two
major problems in choosing indexes. First, there is a need to find out which ways of
describing or representing a case are the right ones to use, so that cases can be compared
with each other along appropriate dimensions. Furthermore, tasks and domain must be
analyzed to find the functionally relevant descriptors that should be used to describe and
index cases. In this approach to software reusability, these descriptors are facet
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descriptors. Facet descriptors are combinations of facet values (terms) that describe a
particular domain or problem. Second, there is a need to be able to designate which parts
of its descriptors, or which of its features, should act as indexes. For instance, a particular
case should be indexed to designate the situations in which that case can be useful. The
strategy is to distinguish cases from each other.
A vitally important aspect of indexing is that it should cover relevant similarities
rather just surface features. Good indexes are abstract enough to provide coverage but
concrete enough to be recognizable. As pointed out by Kolodner, good indexes are
predictive, abstract, and useful. She argues that good indexes are predictive, and the
predictions they make should be useful. Aspects of a case are represented as descriptors
of the case, and predictive features are those combinations of descriptors of a case that
were responsible for solving it the way it was solved and those combinations influenced
the outcome. Even though cases are specific, indexes to cases need to be chosen so that
the case can be used in as broad a collection of situations as appropriate.
Indexes should also be more abstract than the details of a particular case.
However, the danger of abstract indexes is that they can be so abstract that only through
extensive inference would the reasoner ever realize that a new situation had those
descriptors. Therefore, while indexes need to be generally acceptable, they need to be
concrete enough so that they can be recognized with little inference. In general, any issue
that came up in solving one problem could come up in a another one. A case can be
useful in giving guidance about any reasoning issues that came up in solving it. It can also
be useful in predicting outcome along any dimensions of its outcome that are unusual.
Therefore, each of the combinations of its descriptors that describe the circumstances in
which it can give useful guidance are useful indexes. A case may have several indexes
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associated with it, each representing a description of a different type of situation in which
it might be useful. The case indexing representation supports case retrieval.
3.4.2 Case Retrieval
Case retrieval is done by searching the case library to find a set of relevant cases.
Case retrieval requires a combination of search and matching functions. Case retrieval has
been addressed as a central issue from the beginning of the CBR process*^. Case libraries
are searched to find potentially matching cases, and each is judged for its potential
usefulness. Matching is the process of comparing two cases to each other and determining
their degree of match. Choosing the best, or most useful, cases is primarily a partial-
matching process. The process begins by searching the case library for partially-matching
cases. The functions compute the degree of match along certain attributes represented as
indexes. Based on this series of attributal matches, the search functions collect a set of
cases that partially match the new situation. After this set has been collected, the ranking
process is done.
Ranking is the process of ordering partially-matching cases according to goodness
ofmatch or usefulness. This a more comprehensive degree of match along each attribute.
It is also important to know how important each difference or similarity is to computing
the degree of overall match of the cases. As pointed out by Kolodner, the best case to use
is the one which contributes the most to the target case. This means that a new situation
that matches an old one well along attributes that justify the old solution is a better match
than one that matches less well on those attributes or that matches well on less relevant
features.
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Some attributes are more important than others in determining degree of similarity
and usefulness of a retrieved case. In general, the degree to which a particular attribute is
important in determining degree of similarity is dependent on the the context of the
match. Two aspects to context that are important are the purpose to which a case will be
put and the degree to which features have been important previously under similar
conditions. During search, retrieval functions often request matches based on attribute
features. Depending on the purpose of a match, different attributes and different types of
attributes are more or less important to determining degree of match. Aggregate matching
is required when a candidate set of partial matches has been collected and better-matching
cases need to be extracted from that set. The description of the new situation is matched to
each case selected from the case library.
Cases are compared along attributes of the problem description and whatever
exist of a partial solution. As Kolodner points out, it is appropriate whenever cases that
look alike are solved in a like manner. During case retrieval, similarity is assessed by a
method of weighted sums. Each feature is assigned a weight that indicates its importance
in affecting the achievement of the overall goal. When weighted value is used, cases are
favoured not only for having the most matching features, but also for matching the
strongly weighted features. The objective is to retrieve a case that satisfies as many as
possible of the strongly weighted requirements in the lowest level of abstractions to avoid
extended adaptation.
3.4.3 Case Adaptation
Adaptation is often very difficult; therefore, it has received far less attention than
indexing and retrieval'^. New problems are rarely identical to those in the case library, so
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adaptation is usually necessary to reuse a case in a new problem. Once a case that is
similar to the current situation is retrieved, it must be adapted to handle the current
constraints. After case retrieval, the case features are compared with the set of initial
requirements to determine which are not yet satisfied and which are violated. If an initial
requirement is not satisfied, then adaptation techniques must be applied. Adaptation of a
case can be carried out by transforming a single case to fit the requirements of the new
situation, or by composing pieces of several cases appropriately.
Adaptation involves the form of inserting something new into the old solution,
deleting something from it, or substituting one item for another. Adaptation can happen
during solution formulation or after feedback derived from projecting the results of a
solution. Adaptation to old solutions compensate for the partial match between a new a
problem and an old case. When connections can be made between aspects of a problem
specification and those in the solution, differences between problem specifications can be
used to identify changes that must be made in an old solution and to guide the adaptation
that makes those changes. This means that adaptation strategies with each of the classes of
differences are chosen to carry out adaptation.
Every case-based reasoning program that does adaptation combines a means of
choosing what to adapt with some means of doing the adaptation. Adaptation of cases are
done by the (re)user. Each is chosen according to the needs of the task and domain and
according to the knowledge available for guidance. In case-based adaptation, guidance is
given by a previous case. However, the most specifically applicable adaptations are those
indexed by the concrete descriptors of the new situation and those pointed to by the
methods that choose what to adapt. As pointed out before, this thesis uses facet
descriptors to represent components in the CBR.
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3.5 Integration of the CBR Reusability Model
The integration activity aims at identifying the most appropriate software
components in the case library. More importantly, the CBR must be able to retrieve the
right piece of the right component at the right time. A partial component specification is
taken in order to express the required characteristics of a component. Based on the
strategy of composing components together, the specification of the required
component matches part of the specification of the provided component. Therefore, the
matching mechanism which is applied during the retrieval by means of partial
specifications can also be used to determine the validity of the match.
The CBR system is used for the representation of reusable components and goal
specifications based on the algebraic specification discussed earlier, in chapter 2. The
CBR system provides a powerful retrieval mechanism. Here are the concepts of this
approach:
1. The reusable component consists of an abstract algebraic
specification and at least one concrete implementation.
2. The abstract formal specifications of components are
mapped into the facets. Reusable components are
thus represented by facets in the CBR.
3. The goal specification to be implemented is mapped
into a query to the CBR.
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4. The retrieved components may be adapted before
reuse, since the new progam systems are in
general different from the stored ones. Hence best
(not necessarily exact) match of goal specification
and reusuable components is supported.
The essential problem of this method is how to find appropriate reusable components
whose root can be matched with the goal specification SPg. The assumption is that a set
of reusable components is already present in the CBR and the objective is to retrieve
appropriate candidate components to be reused for the implementation of a given goal
specification.
The search criterion is to find all reusable components RC whose signature can be
matched with the signature of SPg by first discarding unnecessary sorts and operations of
RC, and then renaming (some of) the remaining ones. In other words, the aim is to find
all reusable components, the signature of which comprises up to renaming the signature
of the goal specfication SPg. For example, if the notion is to restrict ourselves to matching
of signatures this problem can be formulated as follows:
Given: A goal specification SPg and a CBR library with reusable
components RCl, ,RCn
To find: All i e {l,....,n} with
sig(SPg) = rename (export X from sig(RCi) by p
for some subsignature X c sig(RCi) and some renaming p: X->sig(SPg).
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Matching of signatures is implemented with the help of an embedded faceted
classification scheme in the CBR. The strategy is to:
1. Represent the signature of all reusable components
RCi as terms of facets of the CBR.
2. Represent the signature of the goal specification
SPg as a query to the CBR.
3. Ensure that all terms of facets which are retrieved by
the system as an answer to the query represent
exactly those signatures (of reusable components)
which can be matched with the signature of SPg.
The algorithm below illustrates the reuse process in this model:
begin
assign target component as input case (Tc)
search for reusable component RC(Sc, F) - (selected case)
while searching do
ifTce RC(Sc,F)
select Tci e RC(Scj, Fj) then
Tci c RC(Scj, Fj);
for all Tci e RC(Scj, Fj) do
Tci+1 c RC(Scj+l, Fj+1);
until Tci g RC(Scj, Fj);
if Tci = RC(Scj, Fj) then
return exact match RC(Scj, Fj);
else
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rank and select best case;
modify selected case;
end; (algorithm)
After successful matching of signatures it remains to prove that the selected
component RC satisfies the semantic requirements of the goal specification SPg. For this
purpose, the matching of semantic specifications are conducted in the evaluation process,
of the CBR processes, by the (re)user. The signatures for modules written in (typed)
programming languages, such as ADA packages, C++ classes, etc., are computed and
recorded by the procedure- and/or function headings. The facets of the classification
scheme is used to describe required properties of a component. Therefore support has to
be provided for the definition of a logical combination of a set of attributes. Accordingly,
the retrieval approach allows the (re)user to formulate logical combination of terms for a
set of facets. As mentioned before, this combination of terms is the facet descriptor. The
facet descriptor used to express the requirements on the software component is used to
formulate a query for the CBR system.
ESTEEM, a CBR development tool, is used to implement this approach. A query
is a specification which specifies the requirements for a software component. It is used for
the CBR system to search for the required component. The process of reusing a software
component is as follows: first, the (re)user makes a query to the CBR system, then the
CBR system searches for the matched components and returns the result of the search. If
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some matched components are found, the (re)user can evaluate the specifications of these
components (based on their rankings) and then choose the most suitable one for reuse. If
no match component is found, the (re)user can modify his/her requirements and make
another query, and the CBR system will begin another search. Within this approach, the
(re)user can conduct query generalization and specification interactively in any order or
combination to generate the desired query. This enables the (re)user to test different
sample retrievals. A query generalization consists of omitting the terms of less relevant
facets in the query to obtain more relevant generalizations. On the other hand, a query
specialization consists of specifying a term for each facet in the query.
In Esteem, both importance and attributal degree of match are represented as
numerical values between 0 and 1. Close matches have values closer to 1; Poorer
matches closer to 0. Similarly, an importance ranking of 1 is higher than a lower
importance ranking. The similarity score is computed by aggregating the products of the
importance of each field multiplied by the degree of match of values in the field. To
normalize the scores, they are divided by the aggregation of the importance ranking.
Every feature in the input case is matched to its corresponding feature in the stored or old
case, and the degree of match is computed based on the importance assigned to each
attribute. This degree of match is the similarity score. The similarity scores are between 0
and 100, where a score of 100 indicates the greatest possible degree of similarity.
The set of importance values assigned to each attribute used in the formula below:
Xni = i Wi X 5//n(ri,fiR)
Ini = i Wi
where Wi is the weight of attribute (slot) i, Sim is the similarity function for primitives,
and fi and fiR are the values for feature fi in the input and retrieved cases, respectively.
This formula derives the evaluation function used to compute the degree of match. The
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degree of match score is computed by applying the evaluation function to the attributal
match scores computed for each attribute.
3.6 Results
This section evaluates the performance of the proposed model, and it discusses
the application of the hybrid retrieval mechanism. The proposed model is evaluated based
on the retrieval of cases with respect to an exact match, a partial match and no match.
Based on the discussion in the previous section, the signature of the goal
specification is represented as a query to the proposed model. A facet descriptor is an
ordered set of terms from each facet, and it is used to formulate the query. Each facet in
the case library is indexed so as to improve the retrieval performance. Retrieval is the
process of comparing a target case to each of the cases in the library to produce a list of
most similar cases.
Guided by the integration process described in the previous section, several
simple retrievals are considered. In the first example, a retrieval based on the query shown
in figure 10 is performed. The syntax of this query represents an object oriented
component. For non- object oriented components, the superclass facet would be empty.
Figure 11 shows the Retrieved Case List that lists the case(s) produced during retrieval
which found to be within the specified degree (threshold) of similarity. The score of 97 is
the degree of similarity derived during the matching process. So the first query retrieves a
case that is an exactmatch with the target case, as shown in figure 12.
A query can be modified by replacing, in a prescribed relevance order, terms with
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blanks. A query generalization retrieves partially matched or similar components. In this
situation, a second query returns more than a single component. This lets the (re)user test
different sample retrievals. Figure 13 shows a sample generalization of the original query.
This generalization retrieved 3 cases, as shown by the sample screen of the Retrieved Case
List of figure 14. Conversely, specialization consists of placing the original terms back






Figure 10. Sample Screen of a Query
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Retrieved Case List
Score Case Name OPERATION DEPENDENCIES
97 case_17 q_retrieve Turbo C++
Figure 11. Retrieved Case List










function retrieves a character from a queue






Figure 13. Example of a Query Generalization
Query modiHcation, a central feature of the case libray system, is interactively
controlled by the (re)user and can be be initiated by the system when original query
returns the empty set or by the (re)user. Figure 15 is an example of a query that returns
the empty set. This means the query retrieves no match for the target case. The empty
Retrieved Case List is shown in figure 16.
If necessary, this model utilizes the hybrid retrieval mechanism of the CBR. There
are two criteria that require the use of this approach. First, a logical If-Then rule construct
is used in the determination of component matching. Second, it can be used whenever
the empty set is returned. The specified threshold of similarity, within the similarity
definition, is reduced to obtain more relevant generalizations of the completely defined
query. These experiments indicate that such a representation should have a degree of
similarity of at least 30 in order to retrieve relevant generalizations of the query.
Retrieved Case List
Score Case Name OPERATION DEPENDENCIES
63 case_17 q_retrieve Turbo C++
33 case_12 accept IBM c set/2
33 case_14 qstore turbo C







Figure 15. A No Match Query
Retrieved Case List
Score Case Name OPERATION DEPENDENCIES
Figure 16. Retrieved Case List for No Match Query
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The main contribution of this thesis is that it seeks to classify and integrate
software engineering and Case-Based Reasoning models to support reusability of
software components. The approach is that a well-defined classification scheme
incorporated with a CBR system will aid in the reuse of software components. This
thesis presents an approach to facilitate software reuse by using CBR case libraries that are
based on faceted classification and object-oriented modelling of components. In the case
library, reusable software components are represented as facet values. To support this
thesis a classification scheme built is around four facets which is integrated with the CBR
to boost retrieval processes of software components. This experiment is a first step in this
direction and we hope to expand our work in this area.
The CBR system supports mapping of component and goal specifications into
the proposed model. The retrieval concept is based on formal signature matching. Since
the retrieval is based on abstract specification of behaviour of a component, this retrieval
concept is independent from any particular form of component implementations which
may be given by model of a specification or by some concrete program.
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Future Work
This thesis answers many problems regarding the retrieval such as representation
of reusable components, name differences in software, and representation of goal
specification. In general, the basic mechanism of the classification scheme is satisfactory.
Still, the ideal classification scheme is almost impossible to find. There will always be a
trade-off between expressibility and complexity. However, the most important weakness
of this classification in general is the inability to express different aspects or variants of
the terms explicitly. Currently, variants must be represented by adding a new term
completely representing the new variant. One solution would be to use qualifying terms
to represent different variants of a main term. For example a set of terms representing
different variants of insertion: insert first, insert last, and insert by indexing etc. This could
rather be modelled as a set of qualifying terms: first, last, by index etc. and one main term
insert. In this way, the variants are constructed by combining the different quality term
with the main term.
This implementation used up to 50 cases representing reusable software
components and the faceted classification scheme ensures that all operations provided by
a component will be listed, as well as all the subcomponents it uses. This research, driven
by object-oriented reuse, focused on inheritance. Another distinctive feature of an object,
not covered in this thesis, is complex objects. Complex objects bring in another
hierarchy, IS-PART-OF or containment hierarchy. A complete instance includes all of the
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